Introduction

what is autism?
‘I am different, not less’

Dr Temple Grandin, a US academic who is autistic

In an age where the idea that there is an epidemic of
autism is often heard, it can be hard to grasp just how
far awareness and understanding has come in a short
space of time.
When a group of parents came together in Reading
in 1990 to form the organisation that became today’s
Autism Berkshire, many people knew little about the
condition or their views were shaped by the Oscarwinning film Rain Man, starring Dustin Hoffman,
depicting an autistic savant, which was released
in 1988.
A century earlier, many people with what would now be
recognised as autism spectrum conditions were fated to
spend most of their lives shut away within institutions
like the Berkshire County Asylum, which later became
Fair Mile Hospital, near Wallingford, held alongside
patients with serious psychiatric illnesses. Other people
with autism were seen as eccentrics, or shunned for
exhibiting ‘abnormal’ behaviour.
The Victorian pioneer in the study of disabilities, Dr
John Langdon Down, had described savant syndrome
and other ‘developmental’ disorders that would today
often be recognised as autism in his 1887 book On Some
of the Mental Affections of Childhood and Youth, but
it would take until the 1940s for the first description
of “early infantile autism” to appear in a study by Dr
Leo Kanner, based on work he had done in the US. He
believed the condition to be very rare.
His contemporary, Dr Hans Asperger, described an
autistic spectrum of children who struggled with nonverbal communication, had limited understanding

of others’ feelings, and were clumsy. His work was
neglected for many years, in part as a result of being
published in 1944 during the period of Nazi rule in his
Austrian homeland.
In the following decades, much medical opinion put
autistic conditions in children down to poor parenting,
before a US Navy psychologist, Dr Bernard Rimland,
whose son had autism, proved there were genetic
causes.
Briton Dr Lorna Wing, also a parent of an autistic
daughter, built on Asperger’s theory that autism is a
spectrum disorder and demonstrated that it was much
more common than Kanner had believed.

It is now generally accepted that:
•
		
•
		
•
		
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
		
•

Autism is a lifelong condition affecting
social communication.
It can involve a strong need for routine
and predictability.
Most autistic people have sensory processing 			
difficulties, for example coping with flickering 		
fluorescent lighting, strong smells or
background noise.
Understanding facial expressions and body 			
language is more difficult, and eye contact can be
painful to endure.
It is now generally accepted autism often also 		
has benefits, including accuracy, honesty
and dedication.
As a spectrum disorder, autism’s impact ranges 		
from moderate to severe. It affects people 			
with and without learning difficulties. People with
autism do not look disabled.
Autistic social communication is often 				

		 misunderstood, and many experience anger from 		
		 others, with loneliness and anxiety as a result.
As for the epidemic of autism, a series of studies
worldwide indicate that incidence has barely increased,
if at all, in recent years and that the recent surge
in diagnosed cases worldwide can be attributed to
improved understanding of autism spectrum conditions
and medical knowledge, along with changes in
diagnostic methods.
In this exhibition, Autism in Berkshire: Past and Present,
we examine Victorian attitudes to people seen as
‘different’ and learn how the education system dealt
with children who were regarded as abnormal or
difficult, compared with today. You will also hear from
some of the professionals working in the field and find
out about the experiences of a few of the diverse range
of people living with autism in Berkshire and the services
and support that are now available to them.

Further reading:
Neurotribes, by Steve Silberman, which traces the
development of autism understanding.
A science and technology journalist, he began to research
the subject after being told in 2001 that there was an
epidemic of autism in California’s Silicon Valley, the home
of many of the world’s leading technology companies.
The book won the Samuel Johnson Prize for Non-Fiction
in 2015.

Fair Mile Hospital

a reflection of Victorian values
The Victorians believed that mental illness
was curable as long as patients were
treated in the right conditions.
The asylums were designed to provide
these conditions. They were calm, orderly
places, where the sexes were divided and
meaningful work was provided as a tool
to recovery.
Most county asylums were built following the
passing of the County Asylum/Lunacy Act in 1845.
The Berkshire, Reading and Newbury Lunatic Asylum
was opened at Moulsford in 1870 to serve the old
county of Berkshire. Local government reorganisation
in 1974 moved Moulsford into Oxfordshire.
The asylum’s name was later changed to the
Berkshire Lunatic Asylum and then the Berkshire
Mental Hospital, before it became Fair Mile Hospital
in 1948, when the NHS was founded.
Following a move to increased mental health
provision in the community, Fair Mile was closed
by the NHS in 2003, with in-patient care moving to
hospitals in Reading and Oxford.
The Fair Mile site has since been redeveloped for housing.

The Victorians viewed various types of behaviour as
mental illness – melancholia (depression), mania
(bi-polar), epilepsy, dementia (meaning the loss of
mental faculty) and amentia (what we understand as
severe/profound learning difficulties).
On entry into the asylum, a patient’s mental and
physical condition was written down in one of the
many case books. After this, the patient’s condition
was recorded once a month, until discharge. Many
case books from Fair Mile’s archive are still held by
the Berkshire Record Office.
Many of those patients that we have identified
as showing autistic traits spent their entire lives
in asylums, having entered them as children with
challenging behaviour.
The case books record that these children responded
well to the calm, orderly atmosphere, but as their
mental faculties were thought to be impaired, they
lived to the end of their days in the asylum.
Mark Stevens is the county archivist
for Berkshire and has written a book,
called Fair Mile – Life in the Victorian
Asylum, looking at the early days of
the hospital. He talks about the
institution and the asylum system in a
special video recorded for this project. Visit: http://prt.
cm/18c245e or scan the QR code from your phone.

Illustrations/photos: (Above) The Berkshire, Reading and Newbury Lunatic Asylum - which later became Fair Mile Hospital - in a drawing from 1870 by its architect, C H Howell. Picture courtesy of Reading Central Library’s Illustrations
Collection. Building plan: Courtesy of Berkshire County Record Office.

Fair Mile Hospital
Case book entries

A selection of entries from the hospital’s case books
was sent to Professor Uta Frith, of University College
London, one of the UK’s leading experts on autism,
for analysis. She found that there was insufficient
detail in the notes made by the staff of the asylum
to draw any definite conclusions but highlighted a
number of patients where evidence suggestive of
autism spectrum conditions was recorded.

Frederick Freude, aged 15 admitted June 4th, 1894
Single, no occupation, chargeable to Wantage. He is a congenital
imbecile. He has been able at times to help his father in agricultural
work. He has been away from home before. He was spiteful at
home and threatening to members of his own family. The only
history of insanity in relatives is that of a great uncle who was in
some asylum but which is not known. He has at times refused his
food. He has threatened to drown himself. His father knows that
he has deteriorated since he had influenza 12 months ago. He is
not the subject of epilepsy, he is at times destructive tearing up his
clothes. He is also wet but not dirty.
Physical condition He is a fairly well-nourished healthy-looking
lad. Height 5 foot 7 inch and 3 quarter inches, his weight 9 stone 9
lbs, dark brown hair, brown eyes, rather sallow complexion. He is
subject to… and mild scoliosis. Temperature normal, tongue clean
and steady pulse 74 average time. Respiration 19. There is nothing
abnormal in his heart and lungs, his eyes react to light… knee jerks
somewhat diminished.
Mental condition His expression is vacant. He replies to questions
slow, he recognises anything shown him, knows the month of the
year also his age. His answers are brief but correct. Jack Johnston
June 5th 1894 He had a restless night. He refused his tea. Was not
wet. He has no idea where he is, is very quiet, constantly staring
about him in a bewildered way. Jack Johnston
June 6th 1894 Yesterday he had a purgative administered which
has acted. Today is very talkative, has said he must not have too
much to eat as there is not room for it. Also states that he has
increase of the kidneys. Jack Johnston
June 7th 1894 He requires constantly urging to take his food. His
condition is improved and he’s not as talkative. John Johnston
June 8th 1894 He seems much concerned with regard to his health,
wants to have some more purgative to cure him as he is full of
ailments. John Johnston
10th of June 1894 He says he must go home to his father or we
must take his father to him. He followed me all around the court this
morning muttering the same thing about going home.
John Johnston
Photos: Pages from the case books about the three patients. Courtesy of Berkshire County Record Office.

William Talbot, aged 22 admitted October 12th, 1876

Edith Elizabeth Winterbourne, admitted in 1896

He is single. Patient resided at Harwell and is chargeable to
the Wantage Union. He has been idiotic from birth, there is no
hereditary predisposition. He has been inmate of the workhouse
for the last four years and during the last six months has become
mischievous and destructive. He is epileptic, not suicidal and
destructive.

Chargeable to Abingdon. She is 12, single, of no occupation.
No first attack, duration 10½ years. She is not suicidal, is epileptic
and dangerous.
History She is an illegitimate child… Has been an idiot almost from
birth. She is stated to have had first fits 10 years ago.

Facts indicating insanity from the admission medical certificate

Has been ill almost from birth, she started to have it 10 years ago.
[ie at 2 years old]. Mother is simple-minded…

He has been under my observation for some time. He was harmless
until lately but has become spiteful to the other lads, tears his
clothes, breaks the window and requires occasional restraint to
prevent his injuring the inmates.

Facts indicating insanity copied from the medical certificate
shared by HS from Abingdon.

The above matters are confirmed by Mr Right the governor of the
workhouse stayed in.
On admission he has a pale face with narrow head and bird like
features of good condition, pupils equal normal, persuasion of chest
normal but a few bronchi trail, heart sounds weak, tongue clear,
there is slight lateral curvature of the spine. He is clean in habits,
mentally he is a congenital idiot, he is unable to articulate properly
and answers questions in 10 syllables. Does not know his age and
cannot read or write.

Cannot make herself understood… language is disgusting
[copralalia?]… Elizabeth Winterbourne, grandmother, says child has
been injured from birth.
Physical condition Black hair, pupils semi-dilated, well-nourished
body...
Mental state She’s an idiot, is quite incapable. Repeats everything
I said to her. Is very naive and disturbed. Attempts to throw
everything she sees, bites and scratches nearly all who interact with
her, wet and dirty in habits.

Timeline

1980: Infantile Autism

1962: A group of parents
1908: Swiss psychiatrist Eugen Bleuler coins the word
autistic to describe a form of schizophrenia in patients
who were withdrawn and self-absorbed

1926: Child psychiatrist Dr Grunya

Sukhareva publishes a paper in the
Soviet Union discussing six boys she had
treated in Moscow for what she called
schizoid psychopathy. The descriptions
echo those of Kanner and Asperger
published two decades later. Her paper
was translated into German in 1927. It is
not clear whether Kanner and Asperger,
both native German speakers, were
aware of her work before their findings
appeared in the 1940s, though Kanner
cited her in a paper published in 1949

17/1800s

1900s

1920s

1700 & 1800s: Contemporary

accounts of the behaviour of
pioneering English scientist Henry
Cavendish (1731-1810) suggest that
today he would be diagnosed as
autistic. He was intensely focused
on his research, lived a life of fixed
routines, dressed in the same way
for decades, was painfully shy and
anxious in company but if he could be
drawn into conversation was a mine of
detailed scientific knowledge.

1887: Dr John Langdon Down

publishes his book On Some of the
Mental Affections of Childhood and
Youth, describing savant syndrome
and other developmental disorders
observed in patients that today would
be regarded as indicative of autism

meet in London to form the
Society for Autistic Children,
which will later become the
National Autistic Society

1964: American researcher

Autistic Children opens its
first school in London.

1966: A study of children

in Middlesex estimates the
rate of autistic syndrome in
children as 0.04%

1940/60s

1943: Psychiatrist Dr Leo

Kanner publishes his paper
Autistic Disturbances of
Affective Contact, describing
traits observed in patients in the
US after he moved there from
Austria. He suggests autism
is related to a lack of parental
warmth towards very young
children.

1944: Dr Hans Asperger, an

Austrian psychologist, publishes
a paper about autistic syndrome
in boys who were highly
intelligent but had obsessive
interests and poor social skills.
He describes it as a spectrum
disorder, much closer to the
modern understanding of the
condition than Kanner’s. This
paper and his later work was
not translated from German into
English for many years

1970s

Group on Autism is founded by MPs
and members of the House of Lords
interested in autism

2003: Mark Haddon’s novel The

1981: Dr Lorna Wing

publishes a paper titled
Asperger’s syndrome: a clinical
account

Dr Bernard Rimland publishes
his paper Infantile Autism:
The Syndrome and its
Implications for a Neural
Theory of Behaviour, making
the case for autism being
linked to genetic factors,
rather than parenting

1965: The Society for

2000: The All-Party Parliamentary

is listed for the first time
as a distinct condition
in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-III), issued
by the American Psychiatric
Association

1987: A new edition of the

Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night-time is published, telling the
story of the efforts of Christopher,
a 15-year-old boy with Asperger
syndrome, to find out who killed his
neighbour’s dog, which leads to him
uncovering a secret about his own
family

manual (DSM-IIIR) replaces the
term infantile autism with the
broader autistic disorder

2007: Professor Tony Attwood

1988: The film Rain Man,

2008: The United Nations declares

starring Dustin Hoffman as
an autistic savant, is released,
bringing awareness of autism
to a mass audience around the
world

1989: Professor Christopher

Gillberg, of Gothenburg
University in Sweden,
publishes the first diagnostic
criteria for Asperger syndrome

1980s

1977: A study of

21 pairs of twins in
the UK reinforces
evidence that the
causes of autism are
largely genetic

1979: Britons Dr

Lorna Wing and Dr
Judith Gould publish
the Camberwell
study presenting
autism as a spectrum
disorder, linked by a
triad of impairments
affecting social
interaction,
communication and
imagination

1990s

publishes The Complete Guide to
Asperger’s Syndrome

that April 2nd will be the first World
Autism Awareness Day

2009: The UK Parliament passes

the Autism Act, the first disabilityspecific law

2009: The US Center for Disease

Control and Prevention estimates
that 1 in 110 children have autism
spectrum conditions

2000s

1990: A group of parents

meet in Reading to form what
will become the Berkshire
Autistic Society, the forerunner
of Autism Berkshire

1991: Professor Uta Frith, of

London University, publishes
the first authoritative English
translation of Dr Asperger’s
work

1997: The National Autistic

Society launches a helpline
to meet growing demand in
the UK for information about
autism

1998: A study published in

the leading British medical
journal The Lancet suggested
that the MMR vaccine caused
autism. The claim was later
discredited by a series of
studies published in the UK
and US

2010

Talking sense about autism.
2015: The Berkshire Autistic Society’s

25th anniversary is marked by a two-day
conference in Reading with Professor Tony
Attwood, the world’s leading authority
on Asperger syndrome. At the end of the
year, the organisation is renamed Autism
Berkshire, following feedback from members
that the former title sounded old-fashioned.
An agreement is reached with the county’s
two NHS Clinical Commissioning Group
federations for the delivery of a range of
extra support for families living with autism
and those with children on the waiting list
for diagnostic assessment, as part of the
Berkshire CAMHS Local Transformation Plan.

2016: Autism Berkshire launches new

services for families as a result of the
agreement with the NHS, including advice
workshops and support groups tailored
for parents whose children are waiting
for autism assessments, and an expanded
home visit service. There are also new
leisure activities, such as youth groups and
relaxation classes for children and their
parents and carers. The 1,000th Berkshire
Autism Alert Card is issued and Autism
Berkshire’s Facebook page notches up its
1,000th like.

2010: In line with commitments made in the Autism Act, the

Government publishes a strategy on support for autistic adults
in England, following the Future in Mind Report

2013: A new edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual

of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) is published in the US, placing all
sub-categories of autism under the umbrella heading of autism
spectrum disorders, no longer classing Asperger syndrome as a
separate condition.

2014: The US Center for Disease Control estimates that 1 in 68
children have autism spectrum conditions

The Avenue School
progress in education
Now housed in a modern building in Tilehurst,
the school began life in 1901 as a special
class for “physically and mentally defective
children” at Reading’s Oxford Road School on
September 2, 1901.

Like Fair Mile Hospital, the calm, structured environment
suited them well, with activities such as planting and
tending gardens and other acts of service to the local
community forming a core feature of the curriculum.

Ten pupils were admitted to the class that
day but within a few years the school was
struggling to meet demand and it was decided
to provide new purpose-built premises at
Whitley, able to accommodate six classes.

Headteacher Dame Sue Bourne says there have been
profound changes in the approach of the school to
autism in the 12 years since she took up the post:
“We teach children with autism in a very individualised
way. We use structured teaching techniques and we
really focus on what each child needs to learn in order to
become as independent as possible, to help them with
their real life skills for the future.

This building, which opened in July 1909, is widely
recognised to have been the first purpose-built special
school in the country and was used until 2008, when the
school moved across the town to its present home in
Conwy Close. The current headteacher, Sue Bourne, was
appointed a Dame in the 2013 Queen’s Birthday Honours
for services to education.

“When I first became the headteacher there was only
one child diagnosed with autism in the school. Clearly
there was a huge emerging need for their autism to be
recognised and then we could look at what their real
needs were. Rather than teaching collectively the whole
class, we could focus on the individual needs of that
child.

From the school’s opening day until the present, the
headteachers have kept log books, detailing daily events
in its life.

“It was round the time when inclusion was becoming
quite a major issue in schools and clearly the autism
agenda was emerging, not just in Reading but in the
whole of the UK.”

Entries include descriptions of how it was too cold for the
pupils to work, as they couldn’t pick up their pencils.
At first the pupils were admitted mainly due to physical
impairments, but reading through the records it appears
that many of the children were also autistic.

Photos: Courtesy of The Avenue School

Visit: http://prt.cm/1f20a40 or scan the
code from your phone to watch an
interview with Dame Sue Bourne.

The Avenue School

excerpts from log books
E.E. (Defective and Epileptic Children) Act 1899
			
Board of Education, Whitehall, London, SW. 11 April 1902
1. Reading Oxford Road, Special Board School
C. County of Berks 29/33
Sir,
I am directed to inform you that the Board of Education have
considered your application for the above-named school
to be certified, and hereby certify it under Section 2 of the
Elementary Education (Defective and Epileptic Children) Act
1899.
The school provides for the education of 17 defective children.
Whatever grants will be made to this school will be issued
only once per annum, as soon as possible after receipt of the
Inspector’s Report showing that the conditions of the minutes
of 26th February 1900 have been fulfilled and will be reckoned
for year’s ending with the last day of September inclusive.
The first of such grants will be conditionally due for the seven
months ending with the last day of September next.
This certificate must be carefully preserved with the papers of
the school. The certificate is annual and may not be renewed
unless all the Requirements of the Act are satisfied (Section 5
of the Act).
								
I have the honour to be Sir, your obedient servant G. W. L……

Special School Oxford Road
I Sophy Allen (Miss), Certificated teacher, opened this school
for the training and education for Physically and Mentally
Defective Children (Act 1899 – Defective and Epileptic
Children) on Monday morning, September 2nd, 1901. The
children were admitted, all having been previously examined
and passed as “fit” by Dr Price.
Photos: Pages from the school log books

Miss E. Sutton (Member of R. S. B. C.) was present at the
opening.
Miss F. Wave began duty as helper on probation on September
2nd. Nothing special has occurred during this week.
From the day book 15th….“This morning I have had to give a
very strong lecture on “Morality”. The boys have been kissing
the girls and been hugging them on their way home for some
weeks past. What I saw on my way home last evening would
not conduce to the good morals of any children. Much more
defective children whose morals are always more lax than
other children’s.”

Inspector’s Report
Summary of HM Inspector’s Report and remarks as
communicated to the School Board by letter from the Board of
Education, dated 3rd December 1902.
“The school is conducted with much sympathy and spirit and

most of the children show a degree of progress which is very
encouraging. The confidential book should be more punctually
written up.”
I am to return the medical certificates which should be filed
with the school records.
Records should be made at the time of admission and
afterwards for all children admitted.
(a) as to the child’s capacity, habits, attainments and health.
(b) as to the family history of the child.
HM Inspector reports that this has been neglected in the case
of children more recently admitted.
[Paperwork was an issue even back then!]
“Dr Price visited school this morning and reported Albert V
Lawrence .. to the local authority. He is a social danger to the
school. Dr Price also reported Elsie Greaves born 28.3.22
being uneducatable.”

Autism Berkshire

Providing Support
for over

supporting people living with autism
alone and form the Berkshire Autistic Society, which
remained the organisation’s name until its silver
anniversary year in 2015, when it was changed to
Autism Berkshire.
Leslie Macdonald was one of the five founder
members, becoming involved due to having an
autistic relative and later became a trustee and
co-chair of Berkshire Autistic Society. She played a
leading role in supporting families and would often
refer parents to the CHAZC (Community Home
Advisory Service) diagnostic service in the west
of Berkshire.

Families who live with autism have played a
leading role in pressing for change in the way
people with autism are supported in the UK and
further afield.

Links were also forged with the staff of Berkshire’s
Community Team for People with Learning Disabilities
and Leslie was often asked to give talks about autism
to NHS paediatricians.

Autism Berkshire’s own origins reflect this
grassroots movement, with a group of parents
and relatives of people with autism and
challenging behaviour coming together in 1990
to create a support network, raise awareness of
autism spectrum conditions and to campaign for
improved education, health and social
care services.

A quarterly newsletter called the Challenger and a
monthly events Noticeboard kept members in touch
with the organisation’s activities.

At the time, recognition of autism and provision of
NHS services in Berkshire was patchy, with a limited
diagnostic service in place in the west of the county,
but nothing in the east.

Over the years, the organisation has moved from
offices in London Road to 197 Oxford Road - recalled
in the name of the 197 Club social group for young
autistic adults in Reading - to its present home in
Richfield Place.

Initially, the group formed links with the Mid Counties
Autistic Society, but after a year decided to go it

Many of the services developed in the early years
remain part of Autism Berkshire’s work to this day,
including regular support group meetings with
visiting speakers and leisure activities such as autismfriendly trampolining and family swimming sessions.

From this base, Autism Berkshire now delivers a

25
years

growing range of support and leisure services for
families and individuals living with autism throughout
the county. Many are provided through contracts
with the Berkshire East and Berkshire West Clinical
Commissioning Group federations, as part of their
CAMHS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services)
Local Transformation Plan following the Future in
Mind Report.
Support services include a helpline, home visits,
benefits advice, tailored help for families waiting for
autism diagnostic assessments, workshops delivering
a wide range of advice for parents and carers and
community learning courses for autistic adults, such
as independent living and social skills. The charity also
manages the Berkshire Autism Alert Card scheme.
Alongside the longstanding trampolining and
swimming sessions, leisure activities include youth
groups for children and young people with autism
and their siblings, games clubs and family fun days,
as well as social groups for autistic adults.
There are also relaxation classes for children with
autism and their parents and carers, reflecting a
recognition of the demands that autism can place on
all members of a family, with many children’s activities
designed to give parents a short break from these
pressures and some time for themselves.
For more information about Autism
Berkshire and its services, visit
www.autismberkshire.org.uk,
email contact@autismberkshire.org.uk
or call 01189 594 594.

Case Study

Wallace Beakhouse
Wallace, from Tilehurst, was in his 70s
when he was diagnosed as autistic. He
had long believed he was different from
other people but did not know why.

Wallace asked where were they going? “To
school” his mother said. “What’s school?”
asked Wallace. “You’ll find out,”
his mother replied.

He served in the RAF as a driver in Egypt and
Burma in the late 1940s and then worked for the
Thames Conservancy.

He remembers being in a large hall and that
somehow all the other children seemed to know
where to go. He watched them walk to their new
classrooms until he was alone in the room. Feeling
so overwhelmed at being so vulnerable for the
first time in his life, he began to cry.

He had coped with life for many years, thanks to
his wife Kathleen, but after she died suddenly in
March 1993, life found a way of leading him to his
autism diagnosis.
Visiting All Saints’ Church in North Moreton, near
Wallingford, which he had visited with Kathleen
the previous year, he picked up a leaflet about
volunteering as a welcomer at Christ Church
Cathedral in Oxford. He soon settled into the role,
becoming an expert on the cathedral’s history.
A colleague invited him to her 40th wedding
anniversary party and introduced him to one of
her friends, who worked as a nursery teacher and
had a boy with autism in her class. They fell into
conversation about Wallace’s schooldays.
He still vividly remembers the morning in 1932
when, aged five years and four months old, his
mother woke him and dressed him in a grey
uniform, then walked him along Oxford Road,
near Grovelands.

Another mother saw him crying, so went to get
the headmaster, Mr Kirby, who put him in Mrs
Stevens’ classroom. He was cuffed round the ear
twice for crying before break time at 10.45am.
At break time Wallace again found himself unsure
where to go. He was red from crying all morning
and damp with tears but another teacher, Miss
Stella Martin, comforted him.
After school had finished for the day, his mother
was told to take him away and not to bring him
back. They thought they had a candidate for
the Whitley Special School (now known as The
Avenue).
When much older, Wallace learned of a meeting
between Mr Kirby, Miss Martin and his parents,
at which Miss Martin had persuaded Mr Kirby to
keep Wallace at the school.

Wallace with a copy of his novel The Wing Commander’s Wife,
which was published in 2013.

She took him into her class and gave him a single
wooden desk at the back of the classroom. She
told him not to worry that the other pupils
would be a year ahead of him and that he was to
concentrate on his own work.
Wallace stayed in her class for two years before
moving on and benefited from Miss Martin
spending lots of time working with him, helping
him to bloom. She also taught him how to say his
name properly: “Not Haw Haw Baptist! Your name
is Wallace Beakhouse.”
Hearing his account, the nursery teacher told him:
“Do you know what, Wallace, I’m almost sure
you’re autistic. Can’t catch it, you’re born with it.”
Through a private referral from his GP, Wallace
was finally diagnosed as autistic by Professor
Patricia Howlin at St George’s Hospital in London
in 1998.

Case Studies

mother and grandmother
Naprika Vaughan

this was possibly the case, so at least they knew as well,
how to put a plan in action of what to do to help him.

Naprika Vaughan lives in
Reading and has a
five-year-old son, Eli,
who was diagnosed
with autism when he
was three. He attends a
mainstream school, where
he is supported by a oneto-one teaching assistant.
“When we had the diagnosis, I think I originally felt more
relieved. Once we had the diagnosis I understood why he
wasn’t speaking, why he didn’t like loud, crowded areas
and why he found it difficult to interact with other kids.
“For example, my cousin had a birthday party for her
six-year-old and the rest of the kids were outside on the
bouncy castle, the music was playing but Eli was inside
the house, just focused on playing with a car park. My
uncle was trying to speak to him but that’s when we first
realised that he wasn’t making eye contact, as my uncle
said ‘he won’t look at me’. I thought ‘there’s something
not quite right, everybody’s outside but he wants to be
inside the house’.
“My first feeling [about the diagnosis] was of relief, but
the lady at the CAHMS was like ‘Oh, are you okay?’. I
think she was expecting me to cry or something, but I
was happier knowing we had got this diagnosis, we could
plan what we need to do next.
“It was also helpful at the nursery, as I could say ‘well, this
is the reason he’s doing A, B and C’. They had experience
with autistic children already and they had picked up that

“I think later I maybe got more upset when it sank in the
differences that there are going to be. I was doing more
research and it was quite hard to see that possibly other
people’s kids are going to go down this way and that Eli’s
life is going to be a different path.
“I actually found I had to stop doing so much research –
when he was first diagnosed I had to know everything,
but then knowing everything upset me a bit. I stepped
back and just focused on Eli.
“We accessed Parenting Special Children and I found that
really helpful. Just be able to sit and talk to other parents,
to talk about being upset, you know you love your child,
but there’s also that sense of mourning the child you
thought you were going to have.”

Julie Radbourne
Julie Radbourne is
the grandmother and
guardian of two boys
who were placed in her
care as babies a decade
ago, because their parents
couldn’t cope. One has a
diagnosis of autism, while
the other shows autistic
traits and has a diagnosis of attachment disorder.
“Bradley was diagnosed at a young age, just as soon as he
started pre-school. The brilliant pre-school leader realised
there was something different about Bradley. If I hadn’t
been so stubborn, he would have had his diagnosis a

year earlier. But I didn’t want them to have a label. Then
I found out that if he doesn’t have a label, then he won’t
get any help.
“Social services rang me as paternal grandmother and
placed them with me for 24 hours. It’s now been 10 years
and they live with us completely. They don’t have any
contact whatsoever with their mother. Their father hasn’t
seen them for 18 months, because he’s got a new family.
“After a year we went to court and we were given special
guardianship, which means we have total parental control
over the boys - we decide everything.
“I knew nothing about autism when Bradley and Jay
came to live with us, I had a life, I worked. It wasn’t a
fantastic job but I loved it. I had friends I used to go
out with a lot – I don’t see those friends any more as
they haven’t got young children, so aren’t in the same
circumstances and don’t have to plan things round
children; secondly, I’m a lot older than the parents I meet,
so it’s different, sadly.
“The main thing about autistic children is stopping to
understand them. Make sure they know they’re wanted,
keep to their routine. If you know you need to change
it, tell them. We haven’t been abroad yet with them, but
we’ve been all over the UK and they’ve always coped, as
we’ve prepared them beforehand.
“I’m not brilliant, but we’re coping. You get through it,
because you love them and as long as they know that,
half the battle’s won.”
To see Naprika Vaughan talk about life
with Eli, scan the code, or visit:
http://prt.cm/160781f

Developing NHS Services
Dr Trevor Powell
NHS services in Berkshire for people
with autism spectrum conditions have
developed steadily in recent years.
Children and young people are catered for by the
CAMHS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service)
ASD Diagnostic Pathway. The service brings together
a team of specialist paediatricians, psychologists,
speech & language therapists and psychotherapists,
who work with children up to the age of 18.
The Adult Autistic Spectrum Diagnostic Service,
which has been in place since 2007, provides a
diagnostic service for adults and works with patients
and their GPs to help them understand the condition.
Dr Trevor Powell is
a consultant clinical
neuropsychologist working
for Berkshire Healthcare
NHS Foundation Trust,
specialising in adult
mental health and brain
injury rehabilitation. He
has played a leading role
in developing an adult
autism diagnostic service in
Berkshire in recent years.
“I’ve always worked in mental health and
neuropsychology, so a lot of my background has
been working with people who had a brain injury,
which is another group that 20 years ago fell
between the cracks in terms of statutory services,

whether it be physical health, whether it be mental
health.
“In my mind, adults with autism are similar in a sense
to people who had an acquired brain injury. There
hasn’t been a formal service for that group.
“For people with a brain injury those services have
developed over the past 20 years and I can see this
happening for people with autism. So my interest
is partly mental health, partly neuropsychology and
partly having over the years seen adults who are
definitely on the autistic spectrum.

“The major emotion is relief, sometimes people
are a little bit angry that it hasn’t been picked up
earlier. For other people there’s an element of relief,
there’s lots of other emotions, such as feeling a
bit overwhelmed - ‘What do I do now?’ and other
questions.

“I remember having a meeting with the
commissioner, probably about nine years ago, and
he was saying ‘oh yes, we send a number of people
up to London, it costs us a fortune’, and I remember
saying to him, ‘well, if you gave us the money, we
could do two for the price of one’.

“Most people feel genuinely relieved and it’s a
positive experience. Some people say ‘this has been
a turning point in my life’ or ‘it’s turned the lights
on and now I understand things a bit better’, so
it’s quite rewarding in that sense to sit down with
someone for three hours, go through their life and
then afterwards do the assessment and there’s that
feeling you know that you’ve done something quite
useful.

“It was a bit of a joke, but was actually quite
accurate. So that’s how the service started. It started
as a very small service with just a trickle of referrals.
But really over the last few years that trickle has
become a stream and is now an absolute flood.
We offer a six week post diagnostic course called
“Being Me” which helps recently diagnosed people
understand their condition better and meet other
people in the same situation.
“People’s reaction to getting a diagnosis – most
people are generally relieved and will say ‘well, this
answers a lot of questions and gives me a framework
for understanding why my life has been a struggle’.

“If someone gave us extra money, what we would
like to do is develop the service, so that people get
more of a follow-up. It would be good to have little
more psychological therapy and to do more training
and teaching - and training other people within the
mental health trust.”
Scan the QR code to view the video of
Trevor Powell, or visit:
http://prt.cm/1d32aac

Case Studies
young voices

Charlotte Vicarage is 26 and has
lived in Berkshire all her life. She
was diagnosed with autism at
three or four years old after she
stopped talking aged two and
was referred to a psychologist.
Charlotte’s special interest is
animation, which she has turned
into a career.
“My advice to parents would be ‘please do not force your kids
to fit into something they do not want to be’. That is, if you are
thinking of moving your kids into a mainstream school, do not
force them to get into something their peers are into, just for
the sake of fitting in.
“My parents did that, as did a teacher at the time. I soon stood
up to them. When a teacher asked me ‘aren’t you a bit too old
for cartoons?’, I just said ‘no’. And that helped to define my
career in animation - it is that honesty about who you are that
people who are not autistic can see as troubling or difficult, but
is actually better for you.

Conor Eldred-Earl is 19 and has
lived in Berkshire for almost all his
life. He is an advocate for young
people, helping their voices to be
heard by public services, such as
GPs and CAMHS.

“I received my autism diagnosis around Year 5 at school, I think,
or possibly Year 6. Personally, when I did receive the diagnosis, I
found it both relieving and daunting.
“Relieving, because I could finally put a name to why I was so
different, but daunting as I now had a whole list of things I
supposedly could never do that I really wanted to.
“The vast majority of people reacted well, but mind you those
were older people (20+). However, several of my peers did
not react well. They resorted to bullying, name-calling and, in
several cases, physical abuse.

“They thought it would decrease the chance of me being bullied
but it isn’t always the best thing - it’s removing the thing that
you love and you actually need the thing that you love just to
cope.

“I would describe being autistic as wearing sunglasses when
everyone else isn’t. You still see the world, but everything is
a slightly different tone and looks/means something slightly
different too.

“Often the best way to talk about autism is through animation
and the best thing to do with animation when describing autism
in that time is you can describe your thoughts and feelings and
illustrate them.

“After seven years of depression to various degrees I have seen
not only the worst of myself and others, but I have also seen
the best. I have seen how wonderful people can be, but often
aren’t, due to their own pain.

“It can be anything, from what Disney did with Fantasia, or you
can contrast that to real life. Anything is possible in animation
regardless, so I would say that’s a positive experience in terms of
describing it.”

“I suppose I want to help prevent others going through it, so
they can be unscarred and still shine, so they can laugh and love
without knowing the pain people like me have been through,
so they can be themselves to their full potential, without all the
self-doubt emotional scarring brings, but most of all so they can
be truly happy, as I still believe everyone deserves.”

Carly Jones is an autistic
campaigner.She has made two
award-winning films, to explore
issues around diagnosis of autism
in women. She was diagnosed with
Asperger syndrome as an adult
after two of her daughters were
diagnosed with autism spectrum
conditions.
“I knew this kid once who got no GCSEs and then struggled getting
A-Levels and did two years of a degree, but couldn’t pass the tests.
When she grew up, it turned out she had a learning difficulty.
Her IQ, in her area of strength, tested to be 160, so she decided to
stop trying to pass tests and try doing what she could where her
strengths lie, creativity/philosophy/non-verbal reasoning.
“She’s not rich and will never make a million pounds but hopes to
end up helping a million lives one day - that kid was me.
“My aim is to support and raise awareness for all girls with
diagnosed or undiagnosed Asperger syndrome and highfunctioning autism, so they grow up to be confident, rounded,
strong women.
“For some autistic females prior to diagnosis, life is very much
a task of dressing up for what others expect you to be and just
getting by... We concentrate heavily on the effects of decades of
masking but do we concentrate as much weight on the process of
unmasking and saying goodbye to the layers that aren’t actually us
at all?
“At times I am anxious from attending events, due to ‘imposter
syndrome’, a tendency to believe someone ‘like me’ should not be
invited to certain places, or unworthy to be a deserving part of a
group.
“What I think I really feel is all the ways I was trying to fit in. Yes,
they don’t belong here, but who I really am does. I realise that
maybe I wasn’t finding myself, I was Iearning to unfind myself and
the person underneath it all is exactly where she needs to be
after all.”

Case Study

a father’s story
Craig Peckham
has two children,
one who is
diagnosed with
autism, and
one who is not
diagnosed. He is
originally from
South Africa,
where there is little support available for
autistic children and their parents.

“Our son is now ten, he has autistic spectrum
disorder, he has ADHD, he has sensory processing
issues and he has a general learning delay. All of
these make for a very interesting mix of what has
to be worked out with his life and what he has to
be helped with.
“He finds it really difficult to function in normal
day-to-day life. If he is in a place where he is
secure and happy, he can be a really amazing,
wonderful little boy. We wouldn’t want to change
him but it’s very hard work.

“I’ve changed my career and I now work as a
teaching assistant in a special needs school. I’ve
been doing that to learn more about autism, to
learn more about myself, and learn more about
the children and see how they are affected in
today’s world.

“My daughter is a bit older, is undiagnosed largely
because the system is unable to deal with girls
who are autistic. She has a lot of struggles in and
of herself and if we put the two of them together,
it certainly makes life very interesting in our
family.

“Working at the school is very interesting and very
different, because the children we work with run
right across the full spectrum of autism.

“But again we wouldn’t want to change who they
are, because autism is part of who they are and
how they function. Sometimes it makes for very
funny things that happen and sometimes we could
cry. But the hugs and the love and the funny times
are the things that keep us going and that make it
all worthwhile.”

“It’s a place where we try to make the children
want to be at school, we attempt to allow the
school to be a safe space for the children to
make their own decisions, whether they’re right
or wrong, and to help them work through the
consequences of those decisions.
“Having two autistic children, in and of itself, can
be really interesting, can be very demanding and
actually sometimes can be really stressful.
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